
What is the complete
opposite of a stress

response?

A hearty laugh in a safe place
with friends

Strategies

Active coping strategy
examples (are more

e�ective)

Seeking better
understanding about the

problem, Exploring di�erent
ways to move and do things

Stay positive, Making plans,
Setting small goals at the

beginning

Setting longer term and
bigger goals and being

patient!

Passive coping strategy
examples

Avoiding activity and
anything that might be

painful

Doing nothing, Resting,
Waiting for something to

change, Waiting for the right
person to change it

Threats

Some of them are really
common for people with

persistent pain

I have a FEAR of:

Pain, The seriousness of the
cause of pain, Not knowing,

Not being believed

Needed help, Re-injuring or
making it worse, Not being

able to work, Having no
income

Not playing with the kids, Not
looking after the kids, Not

playing sport, Ending up in a
wheelchair, Surgery

You need to be BRAVE
because some threats are

more di�cult to accept than
others

Anything that increases the
Brain's perception of the
need to protect you can

increase your pain

Remember 2 things

1. Your Brain wants to
protect you from anything

that it concludes is
dangerous

2. In persistent pain, when
the danger messenger nerve
and the pain ignition nodes
are sensitised, any of these

threats, even minor, can help
maintain the pain

Threats activate the ignition
nodes and set up the

Orchestra to play the 'pain
tune'.

Don't get stuck in the vicious
cycle of pain

The Fear Avoidance Model
(not everyone �ts into this

model)

Example - 1. You lift
something and injure your

back

2. You start avoiding some
movements and activities,
which reduces your �tness

and strength

3. This avoidance reduces
your quality of life, which

increases your anxiety and
worry about your back pain -

Back gets worse

If you recognize this vicious
cycle, you have the resources

to overcome your pain

Your relationship with pain
Avoiding or trying to beat the

pain (boom-bust)?

None of them. These
approaches are not helpful

and lead to drastic limitation
of activity and meaning in

life.

We need to respect the pain,
not fear it, and plan a road to

recovery

Management

Tool 1: Education &
Understanding

No pain, no gain = it doesn't
work. We should say 'know

pain, or no gain'

Knowledge is the KEY!

Learning about pain biology
reduces the threat value of

pain. This in turn, will reduce
the activation of all our

protective systems:
sympatetic, immune, motor

and endocrine.

When I'm in pain, it doesn't
necessarily mean that I'm

damaging myself
Hurt does not always equal

harm

Tool 2: Patience &
Persistence required

MOVEMENT is the keyThe muscles, joints, skin and
nerves, love ACTIVITY

Basic principles

1. Decide what you want to
do more of, eg walking

2. Find your baseline - The
amount of activity that you
can do and know that the

pain won't �are-up.

3. Plan your progression -
One step at a time - be

patient

4. Don't �are-up, but don't
freak out if you do! Don't

give up, be persistent.

5. It's a lifestyle thing.
Choose fun activities, and do
them with fun people, or to

your favourite music.

Pacing and graded exposure
(plan your training)

A. Starting below the �are-up
level, gradually increase your

activity. Always do more
than yesterday, but not

much more.

B. The �are-up level will
slowly lift along with your

training level.

C. The protect by pain level
will slowly lift - the sensitivity

of the system reduces.

D. The tissue tolerance level
will also lift. The tissues get
stronger, �tter and better

controlled.

Tool 3: Accessing the Virtual
Body

The Virtual Body in the brain
can be exercised just like the

actual body.

Virtual Body activities - you
can do them anywhere and

integrate them into your
daily life.

Remember - if you understand
your pain and know that it

won't harm you, then there will
be minimal stress responses.

Bending forwards - aiming to
re-learn the movement

without getting into the pain
tune (Orchestra).

1. Imagined movements  -
activate the brain neurotags

but don't move the actual
body

2. Alter gravitational
in�uences. Eg. If you lie on

your back and pull your
knees to your chest - the

back has been bent in the
real and virtual body.

3. Add varying balance
challenges. The forward

bending could be performed
sitting on a �tness ball

4. Vary visual inputs.
Performing a movement with
your eyes closed, or look at

your body while your are
doing it, or do it in front of a

mirror.

5. Alter the environment of
activities. You can perform
movements at home , in the

park, in a pool, etc.

6. Do the movement in
di�erent emotional states.
It will give the virtual body a

richer context of
representations in which to

run.

7. Add distractions. It is a
powerful way to disable the

pain neurotag. Eg. music,
meditation, visualisation, etc.

8. Plan functional activities
which involve bending the

back; 9. Break down
functional movements that

involve the back.

10. Sliders - techniques that
encourage total body

movement
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